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1.0 INTRODUCCION
Several national institutions are working in the ERTS-
BOLIVIA Program. Each one of them is responsible for
their specific research work. For instance, the Mili-
tar Geographic Institute is in charge of the researches
for the use & application of the S 190 photographs from
the cartography point of view. The Geological Service
of Bolivia will apply these photographs to the geologi-
cal and geomorphological study. The Mining Corporation
of Bolivia will be in charge of the reconnoisance and
mapping of the mineral zones. The Agriculture Depart-
ment will be in charge of the soil classification, soil
potential use and forestry mapping.
In order to start the Research Program with the S 190 A
experiment photographs, the respective copies have been
done by contact on paper. They were given to some sub-
programs due to the excessive work we have with the ERTS
images. Eventhough this difficulty, some research work
has been started as follows:
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2.1. Cartography
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After the evaluat..on of the S 190A photographs charac-
Liistics and considering the fact that these are actua
ily photomaps, it was decided to prepare the correspon-
dent map on 1:50.000 scale using the existent control
points of the Santa Cruz area (city area), once the car
tographic product quality is finished and proved, stu-
dies will be begin:ed to prepare another similar map of
Trinidad, wich would be the first cartographic map of
that region. 
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2.2. Gology
Since the majority of the personnel is still working
with the final part of the ERTS images interpretation,
the geology work has not been done with the necesary
speed, Although considering the SL-2 and S 190 A photo-
graphs scope, the work would be reduced exclusively to
the petreleum exploration, as the main oil fields of.
Bolivia are in the Santa Cruz area.
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The band evaluation study and band evaluation work
were related to the forestry mapping application, which
is in the developing stage.
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2.4. Hydrology
Using positively the S 190A photograph big scope, these
photographs were taken to study the water-course changes
of the Mamore River.: It has been found that the existent
maps have errors due to the methods used in the mapping
in relation to the SL-2 photographs. At the same time the
photographs were used.to cor.ect the water-course changes
in some regions.
3.0 RESEARCH
3.1. The SL-2 photographs evaluation study has been completed
in order to prepare the Santa Cruz photomap.
3.2. It was considered the fact of making SL-192 experiment
study with LARS-PURDUE of U.S.A. Since Bolivia does not
have the necessary equipment to make this research.
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The SL-2-190A photographs are considered as having a
great use potential, reason why the proposed research pro
gram will be speeded.
